This book described the various uses of wildlife in ancient Roman and Greek civilizations and what role wildlife played in these societies. This provided with information about how animal use in this time period led to the depletion of wildlife.

This article focused on current and past efforts that have been made in order to revitalize bison population in the United States. This provided with important information on the actions the United States has taken in order to bring this species back from extinction.

This article described the various advancements in human hunting technology in America and how this affected species such as bison. This was vital in providing me with information about how human advancements such as gun helped deplete bison from America.

This book reviewed Native American views on bison hunting and how settlers affected both Native Americans and bison. This gave me an understanding of how Native Americans impacted bison population and why they did not use many hunt management techniques.

This book discussed political actions that have been taken place to revitalize bison populations as well as the challenges still faced by bison. This supplied me with information on what steps had to be taken to bring back to bison and what further action may be needed to keep the population growing.

This article described past uses of bison in the United States as well as past legislation that was put in place to help bison populations return. This provided me with information on how bison contributed to industry and what Congress has done to help bison.

This article discussed the impacts of humans on several endangered species, such as bison. This provided me with information about what status bison have in American and established that fact the bison are no longer endangered.

This article described how human activities reduced bison populations in the past through advanced technologies. This gave me a good idea of how it was possible for humans to deplete a species with such a large population.

This article outlined the natural history of bison in North America and how the growth of human populations in the western United States affected bison populations. This gave me an understanding of how old bison are as a species and how drastic the bison reduction was in the United States.

This article reviewed the natural history of bison and current action being taken to revitalize the species. This provided me with information about what the population of bison used to be like in the United States.